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Flexible Tales releases Ogg - A Game 65 Million Years in the Making
Published on 04/07/16
Flexible Tales today introduces Ogg 1.3, their brand new physics-based puzzle game for OS
X. Players move and flip caveman clubs to alter the path of Ogg's wheel, rock, vegetable,
fruit, and others so it reaches the bottom of the screen. Featuring amazing animation and
monster music, the puzzles take place over a wide range of illustrated environments. Ogg
offers 150 levels of humor, challenge and fun, with 15 worlds filled with the unbelievable
and incredible surprises only Ogg could bring.
Barefoot Bay, Florida - Flexible Tales today is proud to announce the release of Ogg 1.3,
their brand new physics-based puzzle game for the Mac. Players move and flip caveman clubs
to alter the path of Ogg's wheel, rock, vegetable, fruit, and others so it reaches the
bottom of the screen. Featuring amazing animation and monster music, the puzzles take
place over a wide range of illustrated environments. Ogg offers 150 levels of humor,
challenge and fun, with 15 worlds filled with the unbelievable and incredible surprises
only Ogg could bring. All you need to do is settle back and let gravity take its course.
"Players help Ogg make his way through environments that are "so scientifically
inaccurate, it's painful," Muffy Berlyn, co-creator commented. "Ogg's world is a nutty
world for those who like a good laugh. My favorite characters include the Achoosaurus, the
Kickasaur, and Ogg's distant monkey cousins. All you need to do is settle back and let
gravity take its course."
Major features include:
* Dozens of silly, implausible creatures, some dangerous, some helpful
* Humor and animation throughout
* 15 worlds that cover Ogg's adventures
* 10 levels of challenge in each world, from easy to hard
* Built-in hint system, complete with solutions
* In-App purchases include unlocking all levels and extra hints
"Ogg is a cool dude in a loose mood. A caveman with a hankering to travel, to explore, to
bravely go where no one has gone... oops. Sorry, I got a little carried away," Michael
Berlyn said. "Ogg's a caveman with a real difference, whose hobbies include collecting
rocks, inventing things, playing with wheels and trying out new foods."
System Requirements:
* OS X 10.9 or later
* 64-bit processor
* 107 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Ogg 1.3 is only $0.99 USD (or equivalent amount in other currencies) and available
worldwide through the Mac App Store in the Games category. There is also an iOS version of
Ogg available on the App Store.
Flexible Tales:
http://www.flexibletales.com/
Ogg 1.3:
http://www.flexibletales.com/ogg.html
Purchase and Download (MAS):
https://itunes.apple.com/app/ogg/id1056920785
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Screenshots:
http://www.flexibletales.com/oggscreens.html
Application Icon:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple69/v4/bf/14/79/bf1479ded4bc-4d1a-852a-112bc3b5b469/icon256.png

Flexible Tales has been around in one form or another since 1979, back in the days of the
stone wheel. We're responsible for such hits as Suspended, Zork, Bubsy, Syphon Filter, and
many many more. Like an independent film studio, we contract with contributors on an
as-needed basis to build the best teams that can be built. The team on Ogg created an
amazing app. Our core team remains unchanged, and they are our founders: Michael and Muffy
Berlyn. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2016 Flexible Tales. All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, OS X and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the
U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the
property of their respective owners.
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